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standing his long teaching hours, he continued to produce
without interruption a large series of works of classical scholar-
ship: editions of Virgil, Pliny, Pindar, Homer, numerous
translations, some ten thick volumes of essays and studies, and
finally, the fugitive efforts of his lighter moments, 7500 reviews
in the Gelehrte Anzeigen. It ought to be mentioned that the
Gelehrte Anzeigen was the learned journal of Gottingen, and
that Heyne, naturally, was the editor of it. So great was the
respect in which he was held that when Napoleon's armies
overran Hanover Heyne was able to arrange that Gottingen
should be treated as neutral territory, undisturbed by war;
in this it was more fortunate than the Prussian University of
Halle, which was closed by the French, all its professors (among
whom was the great theologian Schleiermacher) being left
without occupation or means of support.1
Christian von Wolff, the philosopher, was professor in Halle
University from 1706 to 1731; afterwards at Marburg, in Elec-
toral Hesse; and again at Halle from 1740 to his death in
1754. Frederick August Wolff, one of the greatest of Platonic
and Homeric scholars, was professor at Halle from 1783 to
1807. He was a pupil (not a very attentive one) of Heyne at
Gottingen, where, though he did not care much for the
lectures, he read hard and fruitfully in the splendid library of
the University. His first classical work, a dissertation on the
Homeric poems, was dedicated to Heyne. For some years he
was teacher in the Ilfeld Gymnasium, where he prepared an
edition, with German notes, of Plato's Symposium. This work
won for him a chair at the University of Halle. Gradually Wolff
formed there a great school of philological students. Teaching
was his first interest. In his twenty-three years of service he
delivered fifty different courses of lectures, besides conducting
Seminarien and going over the exercises of the students privately
.with them. Nevertheless, he found time and energy to edit
great editions of the Odyssey, the Iliad, and other classical
1 For Heyne see Carlyle, Essays (ed. 1899), vol. i, pp. 319 ff. For Halle
see Hemik Steflfens (a Halle professor in 1806), Waslch Erkbte, pp. i-35>
m H$fctwisch, Aw Vergifrtep Pergtrmenten, vol. vii.

